Comparative sequence and expression analyses of four mammalian VPS4 genes.
The VPS4 gene is a member of the AAA-family; it codes for an ATPase which is involved in lysosomal/endosomal membrane trafficking. VPS4 genes are present in virtually all eukaryotes. Exhaustive data mining of all available genomic databases from completely or partially sequenced organisms revealed the existence of up to three paralogues, VPS4a, -b, and -c. Whereas in the genome of lower eukaryotes like yeast only one VPS4 representative is present, we found that mammals harbour two paralogues, VPS4a and VPS4b. Most interestingly, the Fugu fish contains a third VPS4 paralogue (VPS4c). Sequence comparison of the three VPS4 paralogues indicates that the Fugu VPS4c displays sequence features intermediate between VPS4a and VPS4b. Using complete mammalian VPS4a and VPS4b cDNA clones as probes, genomic clones of both VPS4 paralogues in human and mouse were identified and sequenced. The chromosomal loci of all four VPS4 genes were determined by independent methods. A BLAST search of the human genome database with the human VPS4A sequence yielded a double match, most likely due to a faulty assembly of sequence contigs in the human draft sequence. Fluorescent in situ hybridization and radiation hybrid analyses demonstrated that human and mouse VPS4A/a and VPS4B/b are located on syntenic chromosomal regions. Northern blot and semi-quantitative reverse transcription analyses showed that mouse VPS4a and VPS4b are differentially expressed in different organs, suggesting that the two paralogues have developed different functional properties since their divergence. To investigate the subcellular distribution of the murine VPS4 paralogues, we transiently expressed various fluorescent VPS4 fusion proteins in mouse 3T3 cells. All tested VPS4 fusion proteins were found in the cytosol. Expression of dominant-negative mutant VPS4 fusion proteins led to their concentration in the perinuclear region. Co-expression of VPS4a-GFP and VPS4b-dsRed fusion proteins revealed a partial co-localization that was most prominent with mutant VPS4a and VPS4b proteins. A physical interaction between the mouse paralogues was also supported by two-hybrid analyses.